Made or Marred

ACROSS
1. Puts two and two together
5. City once known as Christiania
9. Baby horses
14. Gentleman caller
15. Cameo gem
16. Of sound
17. Result of a living-room altercation?
19. Minotaur's home
20. Lose control
21. Biological determinant
23. Maiden name preceder
24. Snide remarks about your bathroom fixtures?
28. Girl's name that sounds like two letters
29. Dove call
30. Lamb call
33. Depilatory brand
36. Weak
40. Silly play's climactic moment?
44. The ones over here
45. Use a spoon on
46. Encountered
47. Period of time
49. Bird's home
52. Confident actor's response to a casting call?
58. Scottish hat
59. Ceremony
60. Vote in
63. Supreme Court Justice Kagan
65. Like a really difficult golf hole?
68. Deserve
69. Beginning of Langston Hughes's rejoinder to Walt Whitman
70. Fiddling emperor
71. Substance alternative, sometimes
72. Dice
73. Winter plaything

DOWN
1. Competent
2. Beloved
3. Obstruct, in a beaver-like manner
4. Lithe
5. Often ironic exclamation of admiration
6. Place to relax
7. Sizable
8. What you're always getting
9. Prepares to do battle
10. Your and my
11. Large venue
12. What it's always getting
13. Smooth and shiny
18. Wall holder
22. Exec. advisory grp.
25. Revealing skirt
26. Some legumes
27. Asta's owner
30. Winged cave dweller
31. Tree, or its post-combustion residue
32. Important source of medieval nutrition
34. Hairy sitcom cousin
35. Armor-plated beast
37. Upper limb
38. Frozen water
39. Allow
41. "I'm coming! Just ___!"
42. Make (or conclude) a big speech
43. "___ Tu" (1974 Spanish-language hit)
48. French friend
50. Editor's "never mind"
51. Raptor's weapons
52. List parts
53. Jeeves, e.g.
54. Nail file material
55. Moral code
56. Chewing needs
57. Offend
61. Be concerned
62. Stepped
64. Zero
66. Old card game
67. Cut away
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